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Check in the tool’s 
dashboard to see 

which test has won

Acquisition
Monetate 

Conversions

Create GA custom reports 
to identify reasons for low 

conversions,
based around

Convert 

Gather 
quantitative 
data using

Conduct a 
heuristic 

analysis

Optimizely 

Google
Analytics

Install event 
tracking

VWO 

Heatmaps and 
Scroll maps

Look out for 
faults in the 
data, fix 

accordingly

What type of test are 
you going to run?

AB Test 
A test to change one

element vs another

Google
Optimize

Screen 
recordings

How easy is the 

test to implement?

Split URL 
Testing 

Will send a percentage of 
traffic to different 

variants

Conduct a GA audit, 
ensuring that all 

information is 
tracking accurately

Which testing tool 
should you use?

How much traffic will 
see each variation and 

how important is this 
traffic to the main 

objective?

Case 
studies

Multi-Variant 
Testing 

If you want to compare 
multiple elements on the 

same page

Set Micro and 
Macro Goals by 
breaking down 

your
objectives

What is the 
potential impact 
the test could 
have on the 

overall goal?

competitor 
analysis

Organise observations

Categorise 
information 
gathered

Set SMART 
business 

objectives

Biometric user 
testing

Create 5-7 

test ideas per 

hypothesis

Gather 
qualitative 

data

Quick fixes
Implement any bugs and site 

errors found

Get to know 
your target

audience

Based on research create 

three to four behavioural 

hypotheses

Create persona 
groups

Can you test?
Pages with low traffic will be 

harder to gain statistical 
confidence

Establish
company

values

Read comments and 
reviews from your 

audience

Use polls and surveys

Use social
listening tools
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Check significance of 
test winner

46 47

Clear winner 
of test?

Implement 100% on 
testing tool

Build winning test

Integrate permanently 
into your website code

Learn from it and move forward, 
it gets you one step closer to 

fully understanding your users!

Tweak test
and re-run

Test Failed?

Not gained a
significant result?

Establish the
reason why

Re-run test and make test 
change more significant
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What is Biometric
User Testing?

Biometric User Testing gives you the opportunity 
to understand how a user interacts with your 
website both physically and emotionally.

CONVERSION RATE OPTIMISATION PROCESS IN 51 STEPS

STAGE 1: Defining Your Goals 

STAGE 2: Data Analysis

STAGE 3: Visitor Insight

STAGE 4: Test Hypothesis Developm
ent

STAGE 5: T
est
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E 7: Test Evaluation

Form 
engagement

17

Gather
customer service

feedback

25

Example
Behavioural
Hypotheses

“Users don't know or trust the brand so 
they are hesitant to provide their 
details in a lead generation form”

About Return
Return is an award-winning digital marketing 

agency providing meaningful, strategic solutions for 
ecommerce and lead-generation businesses.

With expert knowledge in conversion optimisation, paid search, 
social media, content marketing and technical SEO, we partner 
with ambitious brands to get them noticed. Interrogating and 

refining every aspect of our clients’ customer journey, we deliver 
the greatest return on investment.

Want to know more?
Download your
free CRO guide:

return.co/cro-guide

Social

@wearereturn
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